There is a general consensus that massive stars (> 8 M ⊙ ; solar masses) form exclusively in a clustered mode but the detailed physical processes are far from clear. While high enough accretion rates and accretion through disks are capable of forming massive stars, scenarios like the merging of intermediate-mass protostars at the dense centers of evolving clusters are also possible (1-3). Furthermore, one needs to understand why the stellar clusters have a universal mass spectrum fairly independent of environmental conditions, and how this mass spectrum evolves.
There is a general consensus that massive stars (> 8 M ⊙ ; solar masses) form exclusively in a clustered mode but the detailed physical processes are far from clear. While high enough accretion rates and accretion through disks are capable of forming massive stars, scenarios like the merging of intermediate-mass protostars at the dense centers of evolving clusters are also possible (1-3). Furthermore, one needs to understand why the stellar clusters have a universal mass spectrum fairly independent of environmental conditions, and how this mass spectrum evolves. 1 Therefore, it is crucial to study the earliest evolutionary stages at high spatial resolution, preferably in the mm-wavelength regime where dust emission is strong and optically thin, tracing all dust along the line of sight. The dust emission is directly proportional to the column density of dense gas within the regions, thus observing the mm continuum emission in very young massive star-forming regions allows us to study the gas and dust distributions, possible fragmentation of the larger scale cores, and physical parameters like masses and column densities.
Recently, we imaged dust continuum emission at 1. The large scale emission observed at a wavelength of 1.2 mm with the IRAM 30 m telescope
( Fig. 1a) shows two massive gas cores roughly aligned in a north-south direction. Based on the single-dish intensity profiles, we predicted that the cores should split up into sub-structures at scales between 3 ′′ and 5 ′′ (7). PdBI 3 mm data at more than twice the spatial resolution show that both sources split up into sub-structures at the previously predicted scales, about four sources in the southern core and four in the northern core (Fig, 1b) . At the highest spatial resolution (Figs.
1c and d), we observe that previously known gas clumps resolve into even more sub-sources.
We find small clusters of gas and dust condensations with at least 12 sources per large scale core. Each of the protoclusters is dominated by one central massive source and surrounded by a cluster of less massive sources. This provides evidence for the fragmentation of a high-mass protocluster down to scales of 2000 AU at the earliest evolutionary stages.
In addition to a morphological interpretation, the data allow a quantitative analysis of the mass distribution. Assuming that the mm continuum is produced by optically thin thermal dust emission, one can calculate the masses and the column densities of the sub-sources following (12) . The evolving protocluster is in a very early evolutionary state, and only the strongest source in the south exhibits weak (1 mJy) cm emission indicative of a recently ignited star (6, 9) . This cm emission is unresolved and does not affect the morphology of the dust emission. There could be temperature differences between various clumps as well as temperature gradients within individual clumps (13) . However, in a massive cluster at the given distance it is difficult to obtain with current observational capabilities individual temperature estimates for each sub-source, let alone to derive internal clump temperature gradients. Nevertheless, due to the early evolutionary stage of the region prior to forming a significant hot core the dust temperatures throughout the cluster should not vary too strongly, and it is plausible to assume the same dust temperature for all sub-sources. Based on IRAS far-infrared observations, we estimate the average dust temperature to be around 46 K (6), the dust opacity index beta is set to 2 (7). The single-dish data (Figure 1a ) reveal the overall gas mass, we derive 840 M ⊙ in the south and 190 M ⊙ in the north. Calculating the total masses for the southern and northern cluster from the interferometric data, we get lower values because the interferometers filter out the large scale emission and trace only the most compact sources (11) . This effect increases with decreasing wavelength. Thus, the 3 mm observations (Fig. 1b) still detect 210 M ⊙ in the south and 80 M ⊙ in the north, whereas at 1.3 mm we only observe the most compact condensations with a total mass of 98 M ⊙ in the south and 42 M ⊙ in the north (Figs. 1c and d) . The data show that massive protocluster evolve in a core-halo fashion where the massive, dense gas clumps from which the stars are forming are embedded within a larger scale halo of more broadly distributed gas. A fraction of 80-90% of the total gas mass appears to be associated mostly with the halo. is too high to be penetrated by near-infrared, mid-infrared or even hard x-ray emission. Our sample is sensitivity limited for for individual gas clumps below 1.7 M ⊙ . We do not believe that the spatial filtering property of the interfermetric observing technique affects our results, because the scales of all, even the most massive clumps (of order a few arcsec) is far smaller than the spatial structures filtered out (of sizes above 20 arcsec). Consequently, only a largescale halo common to all sources is affected by the filtering, while the sources we are interested in are not.
Combining the data from both clusters, we derive a mass spectrum of the protocluster (Figure 2) . The best fit to the data results in a mass spectrum ∆N/∆M ∼ M −a with a power-law index a = 2.5 and a mean deviation da = 0.3. A potential uncertainty for the slope of the spectrum is the assumption of uniform dust temperatures for all sub-sources: while higher temperatures for the more massive clumps would decrease these derived masses, lower temperatures The contouring of (a) starts at 15% of the peak flux increasing in 5% intervals, (b) is contoured in 5% intervals of the peak flux between 5% and 25%, and in 10% intervals between 30% and 90%. The 1.3 mm images in Figures (c) and (d) are contoured at 1σ steps between the 3σ level of 9 mJy and 27 mJy, and at 2σ steps above that. 
